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Abstract 
Pluvial flooding is a growing concern in ci;es, exacerbated by climate change and rapid urbanisa;on. To address 
this issue, contemporary flood risk management focuses on urban resilience and the role of Nature-Based 
Solu;ons (NBS) in providing Water Flow Regula;on (WFR). Using the Storm Water Management Model, this study 
explores the effec;veness of different NBS policies in a densely built municipality, Cormano (Italy). The research 
iden;fies green roofs and permeable pavements as key NBS op;ons and assesses their performance under various 
rainfall condi;ons. Six policy scenarios are examined, ranging from 'direct' public policies, where the government 
directly implements NBS, to ‘enabling’ policies incen;vising private stakeholders to adopt NBS. Results indicate 
that the ‘enabling’ policy yields the most significant WFR improvements in the case study. The study underscores 
the need for mul;faceted, integrated, performance based NBS strategies. It emphasises the importance of 
‘enabling’ policy instruments, i.e. incen;ves for private retrofiWng, in promo;ng NBS adop;on. 
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IntroducHon 
Pluvial flood poses a significant and escala;ng risk to ci;es that require a[en;on (Jha et al., 2012; Rosenzweig et 
al., 2018). Pluvial floods occur when rainfall cannot be absorbed into the land and instead flows over the surface, 
traversing through urban areas before reaching drainage systems or watercourses (Butler and Davies, 2011). This 
type of flood is prevalent in urban seWngs where soil sealing prevents rapid rainfall absorp;on (Falconer et al., 
2009; Paul and Meyer, 2008). Pluvial floods oaen arise from localised summer storms or weather condi;ons 
associated with extensive low-pressure systems. Typically, the intensity of the rain overwhelms drainage systems, 
causing water to flow over the land and accumulate in lower-lying areas (Ashley et al., 2005). Various studies 
a[ribute the rising pluvial flood risk to a combina;on of factors, among which climate change and urbanisa;on 
rates are the most impac;ng (Azizi et al., 2022). 

Contemporary flood risk management (FRM) aims to reduce the vulnerability of risk-prone communi;es, 
recognising that floods cannot be prevented (Schelfaut et al., 2011). It consists of a paramount shia from tradi;onal 
approaches that strive to eliminate the hazard through hard-engineering structural interven;ons (Bignami et al., 
2019). Moreover, this new FRM philosophy introduces the concept of urban resilience as a new paradigm, 
suppor;ng the integra;on of risk management into urban planning (Hammond et al., 2015; Wilby and Keenan, 
2012). It recognises the role of ecosystems in suppor;ng urban resilience through the supply of suppor;ng, 
regula;ng and cultural ecosystem services (ES) (Chan et al., 2018; Su[on-Grier et al., 2015), promo;ng the 
implementa;on of soa-engineering measures, such as green roofs and rain gardens. Specifically, FRM highlights 
the poten;ality of these interven;ons to reduce urban runoff through the ES of water flow regula;on (WFR) (Eckart 
et al., 2017), presen;ng an effec;ve tool to provide stormwater source control (Woods Ballard et al., 2015). 
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Several terms have been used to describe this new paradigm worldwide (Fletcher et al., 2015). In Europe, Green 
Infrastructure (GI) and Nature-Based Solu;ons (NBS) are widely accepted planning tools to provide water flow 
regula;on and to reach broader sustainability goals (Hansen and Pauleit, 2014; Lennon and Sco[, 2014). 
Specifically, the European Commission defines GI as 'a strategically planned network of natural and semi-natural 
areas with other environmental features designed and managed to deliver a wide range of ecosystem services' (EC, 
2013), while NBS are 'solu;ons that are inspired and supported by nature, which are cost-effec;ve, simultaneously 
provide environmental, social and economic benefits and help build resilience' (EC, 2015). In par;cular, the NBS 
concept has gained a[en;on recently due to European-financed research (EC, 2020, 2022). Nonetheless, the 
literature has used the terms ambiguously, labelling different types of measures adop;ng nature-inspired 
processes as 'NBS' (Eggermont et al., 2015). This research considers 'NBS' those soa-engineering interven;ons that 
aim to reintroduce natural hydrological processes into the urban environment (such as evapotranspira;on, storage, 
and infiltra;on) while providing a broader spectrum of ecosystem services (EC, 2021). 

Therefore, NBS implementa;on has the poten;al to support FRM while providing wider benefits to the urban 
system, thus improving its overall resilience. Nonetheless, the literature has found major technical, economic, and 
ins;tu;onal barriers hindering a more comprehensive implementa;on of NBS in contemporary ci;es (Eckart et al., 
2017; Seddon et al., 2020). Specifically, challenges remain in measuring NBS effec;veness, and the iden;fica;on 
of context-specific indicators and metrics is s;ll a topic of research (Chris;ansen and Mar;nez, 2018). This 
uncertainty impacts the amount of investment in NBS, with stakeholders s;ll scep;cal about the cost-effec;veness 
of these solu;ons (McViWe et al., 2018). Furthermore, the lack of clear and suppor;ve policies has fostered 
inac;on and supported a sca[ered NBS implementa;on that cannot ensure city-wide benefits (Davies and 
Lafortezza, 2019). In this sense, planners could play a fundamental role in priori;sing the integra;on of NBS 
interven;ons into urban adapta;on strategies and policy instruments addressing climate-related hazards (Hansen 
et al., 2017; Novotny et al., 2010). 

To achieve this target, different scholars have advocated for a paradigm shia towards Performance-based Planning 
(PBP) (Cor;novis and GeneleW, 2020; Frew et al., 2016). PBP refers to the draa of planning instruments where 
results-based measurements are used to obtain desired performances at strategic and opera;onal levels (Baker et 
al., 2006). It differs from the conforming nature of the tradi;onal land use planning model, where strict zoning 
regula;ons require urban transforma;on to comply with the quan;ta;ve and morphological planning standard 
without assessing the suitability of a par;cular func;on or the benefits provided (Ronchi et al., 2019). PBP has 
already been proposed with FRM (Pappalardo and La Rosa, 2020), and different studies have shown the 
poten;ality of integra;ng performance assessment into the planning processes to provide evidence-based 
solu;ons (Pappalardo et al., 2017; Salata et al., 2021). In recent years, an interes;ng development of academic 
research has consisted of applying modelling soaware to assess the performance of different NBS implementa;on 
scenarios under different futures (Chui et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018; Mei et al., 2018). Nonetheless, most of this 
research focused on the performance assessment of individual interven;ons and did not consider the broader 
planning framework in which these measures are implemented. 

Specifically, li[le a[en;on has been given to modelling as an informa;ve tool to support decision-makers while 
deciding which policy to adopt to support NBS implementa;on. The planning prac;ce demands diverse 
governance approaches con;ngent upon contextual factors related to the targeted transforma;on space (Bulkeley 
and Kern, 2006; Stead, 2021). Crucial aspects such as land ownership and the nature of the transforma;on—
whether it involves retrofiWng or new development/re-development—significantly influence the choice of a 
specific policy for enforcing NBS integra;on. Broadly, two overarching categories of municipality-led public policies 
emerge: 'direct' policies involving public provision and 'enabling' policies encompassing incen;ves (EC, 2022). This 
division outlines two fundamental typologies of NBS governance. The first involves direct planning, design, and 
construc;on of NBS in the public realm, while the second revolves around indirect facilita;on and quality 
regula;on of NBS development in private spaces. During the decision-making process, public authori;es may 
grapple with the choice between these approaches, especially when policy implementa;on carries a fiscal burden 
for the municipality. How the decision-making process can be be[er informed is an aspect oaen absent in the 
exis;ng literature focused on NBS performance for runoff regula;on, crea;ng a gap for further studies (Chui et al., 
2016; Hassani et al., 2023; Mei et al., 2018). 

This research thus proposes a PBP methodology in which modelling is u;lised to inform decision-makers about the 
effec;veness of ‘direct’ or ‘enabling’ NBS policy scenarios through a WFR-based assessment (Fig. 1). Two indices 
are proposed as proxies to assess NBS's WFR ability. These indices, be[er presented in Sec;on Two, illustrate NBS 
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runoff reduc;on capabili;es, an indicator usually applied to assess WFR in the literature (Mei et al., 2018; 
Pappalardo et al., 2017). The methodology is tested in the dense urban context of Cormano municipality (Milan 
Metropolitan area) in the Northern part of Italy. Specifically, Sec;on Two presents the case study, the hydrological-
hydraulic modelling, NBS policy scenarios defini;on, and the method to define WFR assessment indices. Sec;on 
Three describes the results obtained, which are discussed in Sec;on Four. Finally, Sec;on Five illustrates the 
principal outcomes of this research. 

 
Fig. 1: Research framework (author own elabora4on). 

 

Materials and methods: case study 
The case study consists of the city of Cormano, a small municipality in the north of Milan (Italy), characterised by 
high levels of soil sealing (49%). The city covers an area of about 448 ha and is part of the Seveso drainage basin 
(Fig. 2). The Seveso drainage basin extends from the Pallanza Mount in the Province of Varese (Northern Lombardy, 
Italy) to Milan. Despite its secondary importance in the Italian fluvial landscape, it is one of the most renowned 
rivers for its propensity to flood and cause damage to the Milanese northern neighbourhood (Becciu et al., 2018). 
FRM strategies have been deployed since the Romans' ;me, highligh;ng the complicated long rela;onships 
between humans and the river (Frontori, 2016), and cri;cal structural interven;ons were deployed aaer World 
War II, exemplified by the construc;on of the "Canale Scolmatore Nord Ovest", a diverging channel ini;ated in 
1954 that sought to deviate excessive water flows towards Ticino River (ADBPO, 2017). 

Nevertheless, the urban expansion that characterized the Milanese northern region in the final decades of the 
20th century led to an escala;on in soil sealing rates and altera;ons in hydrological processes. This process resulted 
in higher downstream flow rates that rendered deployed structural solu;ons increasingly ineffec;ve in mi;ga;ng 
the escala;ng challenges posed by these changing hydrological condi;ons. Consequently, downstream areas, 
especially within the municipality of Milan, faced a pronounced upswing in flooding events, necessita;ng the 
explora;on of novel approaches to tackle this issue. 
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Notably, a 2004 study conducted by ADBPO (the Po Basin Authority) emphasized the impera;ve for municipali;es 
in the southern Seveso basin—among which Cormano—to enhance their drainage systems for reducing 
stormwater volumes discharged into Seveso during extreme weather events (ADBPO, 2017). The Strategic Project 
of the Seveso Sub-basin (2017) recommended a series of interven;ons consis;ng on de-sealing measures in urban 
public spaces, focusing on large parking lots (ERSAF, 2017). 

Given the need for improved drainage capabili;es and a prevailing ‘direct’ approach, omiWng more ‘enabling’ 
solu;ons, the municipality of Cormano, presents an ideal case study for applying the proposed methodology. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Cormano in the Seveso basin (author own elabora4on). 

 

Hydrological model 
The study u;lises the US EPA Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) (Rossman, 2015) to assess the WFR 
provided by selected NBS. SWMM comprises a dynamic rainfall-runoff module and a hydraulic module tailored for 
piped systems, primarily simula;ng runoff quan;ty and quality within urban areas. The SWMM model has gained 
extensive use in assessing the impact of stormwater management, whether based on conven;onal drainage 
systems (Zoppou, 2001) or sustainable designs (Mei et al., 2018; Zhang and Chui, 2018). Indeed, the current version 
(5.2.4) features a Low Impact Development (LID) control module, enabling the explicit modelling of NBS hydrologic 
performance. SWMM provides alterna;ves for compu;ng hydrological processes. This study adopts the Curve 
Number equa;on to es;mate infiltra;on losses (USDA, 1989). Dynamic wave theory was used for the flow rou;ng 
computa;on. 
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SWMM-based simula;on requires four main physical components: sub-catchments, conduits, junc;ons, and 
outlets (Fig. 3). Sub-catchments are the fundamental unit of the hydrological model. The literature provides several 
alterna;ve methodologies to perform their iden;fica;on (Ji and Qiuwen, 2015; Shen and Zhang, 2014). This study 
delineates sub-catchments from the Urban Atlas Land Cover/Land Use 2018 high resolu;on database, provided by 
the Copernicus Land Monitoring Service (available at h[ps://land.copernicus.eu/en). The Urban Atlas is a 
comprehensive land cover/land use database offering detailed and high-resolu;on informa;on about land 
cover/land use types within urban areas. With its fine spa;al resolu;on, the Urban Atlas is par;cularly valuable 
for urban-scale analyses, providing a detailed and accurate portrayal of land cover characteris;cs essen;al for 
studies related to urban planning (Annerstedt van den Bosch et al., 2016; Kabisch et al., 2016; Wüstemann et al., 
2017). The analysis specifically choses this dataset for its high resolu;on, enabling to delineate the municipality 
into hydrologically homogeneous land use areas. With a minimum mapping unit of 0.25 hectares for urban classes, 
the dataset accurately captures the structure of urban blocks while categorizing each block based on its 
predominant land use (e.g., residen;al, industrial, etc.). In addi;on, its European-scale availability ensures the 
reproducibility of our proposed methodology. 
Each land cover/land use polygon is treated as an individual sub-catchment, assigned a unique iden;fica;on 
number, and further defined by incorpora;ng the iden;fica;on number of the nearest drainage junc;on. To 
simplify the modelling process, the nearest drainage junc;on is determined based on its proximity to the centroid 
of the respec;ve sub-catchment. Furthermore, for each sub-catchment, the necessary geometric proper;es for 
the modelling phase are computed: area, flow length and width, percentage of impervious surface cover, and 
average slope. Specifically, the analysis employs the Copernicus high resolu;on layer "Imperviousness Density" 
(available at h[ps://land.copernicus.eu/en) and the Lombardy Region 5x5-meter grid Digital Terrain Model 
(available at h[ps://www.geoportale.regione.lombardia.it/) to compute the percentage of impervious surface 
cover and average slope, respec;vely. Finally, each sub-catchment is assigned the Curve Number (USDA, 1989) to 
es;mate infiltra;on losses. Conduits, junc;ons, and outlets are the fundamental components of the drainage 
infrastructure. The study manually reconstructed the layout and the main hydraulic parameters, recovering the 
informa;on directly from the municipal plan for underground u;li;es, available at 
h[ps://www.mul;plan.servizirl.it.   

As men;oned before, the SWMM version used in this study provides a LID control module capable of simula;ng 
the hydrological responses of NBS. Within the SWMM model, NBS is represented through a composite of ver;cal 
layers, each defined by proper;es like thickness, void volume, hydraulic conduc;vity, and underdrain 
characteris;cs, all on a per-unit-area basis. NBS can be strategically placed within selected sub-catchments at user-
defined sizes or areal coverage. This study specifically highlights Green Roofs (GR) and Permeable Pavement (PP) 
as the NBS to be evaluated in their implementa;on. The ra;onale behind this selec;on is rooted in the core 
objec;ve of the study, which revolves around source control, and is aligned with the characteris;cs of the urban 
context being examined. Indeed, within the context of the Cormano municipality, characterized by high-density 
built-up areas and vast sealed parking spaces, GR and PP stand out as the most prac;cal and effec;ve source-
control features. The ver;cal layers' characteris;cs are drawn from the literature (Madrazo-Uribeetxebarria et al., 
2022; Randall et al., 2020). The site selec;on process is explained in the next paragraph. 

Finally, the analysis considers 2-year, 10-year, and 100-year precipita;on events. This choice is mo;vated by the 
necessity to assess NBS performances in three rainfall domains of urban FRM: medium intensity-medium 
frequency event, requiring technical op;misa;on (10-year event), high intensity-low frequency events, involving 
spa;al planning (100-year event), and low intensity-low frequency, concerning day-to-day uses (2-year event) 
(Fra;ni et al., 2012). According to ARPA's Hydrological Informa;on System (h[ps://idro.arpalombardia.it/it/#/it), 
the 2-year, 10-year, and 100-year precipita;ons in Cormano present a storm intensity of 29 mm/h, 47 mm/h, and 
70 mm/h, respec;vely. The rainfall dura;on is assumed to be 60 min, and the hyetograph is rectangular, with 5-
minute ;me steps. 

All the essen;al informa;on was organised and analysed using QGIS 3.28.10 and then converted to SWMM.inp 
format. Specifically, this study deploys the "Generate SWMM inp" plugin to perform the conversion; technical 
details can be found in Schilling & Tränckner (2022). 
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Fig. 3: SWMM Model (author own elabora4on). 

 

NBS policy scenarios 
This study iden;fies GR and PP as the two NBS to be assessed in their implementa;on. As previously discussed, 
these two NBS are considered the most prac;cal source-control measures, par;cularly in light of high-density built-
up areas and extensive sealed parking spaces. Numerous studies have affirmed their efficacy in mi;ga;ng 
stormwater runoff in urban environments (Bra[ebo and Booth, 2003; Eckart et al., 2017; Stovin, 2010). Moreover, 
PP has been proposed by the Strategic Project of the Seveso Sub-basin (2017) as a primary measure to alleviate 
stormwater runoff pressure on the drainage system, represen;ng a purely 'direct' policy response to address the 
issue. In an effort to enhance informed decision-making, this study posi;ons GR as an NBS that can easily be built 
in public and private areas. GR serves as a focal point for an alterna;ve 'enabling' policy, providing alterna;ve 
scenarios and insighyul comparisons to evaluate the effec;veness of the ini;al policy. 

The site selec;on of the NBS is determined based on land use-land cover characteris;cs and the public-private 
property of land. The Geo-Topographic Database and the spa;al delinea;on of public services, provided by the 
Lombardy Region (h[ps://www.geoportale.regione.lombardia.it/), are the informa;ve bases for the NBS site 
selec;on. A more detailed selec;on process, involving the manual exclusion of sloped roofs that are not suitable 
for hos;ng green roofs, was carried out through orthophoto interpreta;on. 

Following the ra;onale presented before, the study develops six policy scenarios (Tab. 1): 

1. Scenario One (S1) serves as the business-as-usual condi;on, employed as a benchmark to assess NBS 
policies. 
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2. Scenarios Two (S2) depict the 'direct' policy proposed by the Strategic Project of the Seveso Sub-basin 
(2017), involving the implementa;on of PP in public parking lots. 

3. Scenario Three (S3) involves an alterna;ve 'direct' policy, wherein the public administra;on constructs 
Green Roofs (GR) on publicly owned buildings. 

4. Scenario Four (S4) combines S2 and S3, represen;ng a more extensive public interven;on. 
5. Scenario Five (S5) presents the 'enabling' policy alterna;ve, assuming the deployment of an economic 

incen;ve to enhance private building GR retrofiWng. Examples of similar policies have already been 
approved by city councils worldwide (Carter and Fowler, 2008). Specifically, S5 aligns with the guidelines 
of the Toronto 'Green Roof Bylaw' (available at h[ps://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-
development/official-plan-guidelines/green-roofs/green-roof-bylaw/) and envisions the construc;on of 
GR on all industrial buildings with a floor area exceeding 2000 sqm. 

6. Scenario Six (S6) combines 'direct' and 'enabling' policies to assess the maximum benefits achievable 
through a comprehensive municipal strategy. 

To evaluate the effec;veness of each policy under varying rainfall condi;ons, the six scenarios have been integrated 
with three dis;nct 'rainfall domains,' encompassing precipita;on events of 2-year, 10-year, and 100-year 
magnitudes. The final result stems from this last merge, accoun;ng for 18 policy-rainfall scenarios. 

 

Name Policy NBS Space HA % 

S1 - - - - - 

S2 D PP Public parking lots 2,92 100% of parking lots 

S3 D GR Public buildings roofs 2,70 95% of public buildings 

S4 D PP + GR Public parking lots + 
Public buildings roofs 22,53 Same as S2 and S3 

S5 E GR Industrial Roofs (> 2000 sqm) 5,62 67% of industrial roofs 

S6 M PP + GR 
Public parking lots + 

Public buildings roofs + 
Industrial Roofs (> 2000 sqm) 

28,15 Same as S2, S3 and S5 

Tab 1: The six NBS scenarios’ characteris4cs. 
(D = ‘Direct’ policy, E = ‘Enabling’ policy, M = ‘Mixed’ policy; PP = Permeable Pavements, GR = Green Roofs). 

 

Indices for WFR assessment 
The provision of WFR by the different NBS scenarios is assessed through hydrological performance indices that 
display the NBS capabili;es to provide source-control func;ons. The source-control perspec;ve requires 
priori;zing the evalua;on of local capacity for direct stormwater management. As a result, the assessment 
methodology focuses on sub-catchments and their ability to intercept, collect, and infiltrate stormwater loads 
before they enter the conveyance system, considering the impacts of NBS interven;ons on this capacity. However, 
it is crucial to evaluate the effects of stormwater runoff on the performance of the conveyance system to 
understand the effec;veness of source-control features in allevia;ng pressures on the drainage infrastructure. 

Therefore, the research introduces three synthe;c indices that encompass both dimensions. 
1. The Runoff Reduc;on Index (RRI) depicts the cumula;ve ability of NBS to deliver Water Flow Regula;on 

(WFR) benefits at the urban level. 
2. The Runoff Reduc;on Effec;veness Index (RREI) evaluates the efficiency of a par;cular NBS scenario (e.g., 

green roofs) in providing WFR on a per-unit area basis. 
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3. The Flood Reduc;on Index (FRI) calculates the decrease in pluvial flooding events a[ributable to the 
advantages of NBS policies. 

It is crucial to emphasize that these indices are designed as initial-level tools intended to facilitate decision-making 
in the preliminary planning phases. Consequently, aggregated, aspatial indices have been chosen for their 
intuitiveness and direct applicability. 

To calculate the RRI and the RREI, the analysis utilises the ‘Surface Runoff’ value (mm), computed by SWMM. This 
indicator is derived from a mass balance equation that considers the system's rainfall, infiltration, evaporation, 
and surface runoff. The indicator quantifies the stormwater load that remains untreated locally by sub-
catchments, subsequently being discharged into the drainage infrastructure. To calculate the FREI, the analysis 
utilises the ‘Flooding Loss’ value (hectacre-m), still computed by SWMM. The indicator is derived from the 
hydrodynamic modelling of the conveyance system. The indicator quantifies the total volume of stormwater that 
surpasses the conveyance system's capacity, leading to flooding events. 

Formula (1), (2) and (3) are used to calculate the RRI, the RREI, and the FRI. For the different NBS scenarios, the 
business-as-usual scenario (S1) is used as a benchmark. 

(1)  𝑅𝑅𝐼! =	 (𝑆𝑅"# −	𝑆𝑅!) × 100	 	𝑆𝑅"#⁄  

Where 𝑆𝑅"#	is the surface runoff produced in the S1 (mm) and 𝑆𝑅! is the surface runoff produced by the assessed 
scenario X (mm). RRI is presented as %. 

(2) 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐼! =	 (𝑆𝑅"# −	𝑆𝑅!) ∗ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎"$ 	 	𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎%&"	⁄  

where 𝑆𝑅"# is the surface runoff produced in the S1 (mm), 𝑆𝑅! is the surface runoff produced by the assessed 
scenario X (mm), 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎"$  is the sub-catchments total extension (sqm), 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎%&" is the NBS total extension (sqm). 
RRI is presented as mm. 

(3) 𝐹𝑅𝐼! =	(𝐹𝑅𝐼"# −	𝐹𝑅𝐼!) × 100	 	𝐹𝑅𝐼"#⁄  

where 𝐹𝑅𝐼"# are the flooding losses produced in the S1 (hectare-m) and 𝐹𝑅𝐼! are the flooding losses produced by 
the assessed scenario X (hectare-m). FRI is presented as %. 

RRI and FRI are regarded as performance indices, given their purpose to assess both the direct and indirect effects 
of WFR provided by NBS policies. In contrast, RREI is categorized as an effec;veness index, focusing on evalua;ng 
performances on a per-unit basis. 

 
 

Results 
Assessment of NBS WFR performance: RRI and FRI 
Hydrological performances of the 15 NBS scenarios were inves;gated, and the results of RRI are illustrated in Tab. 
2. The table shows runoff reduc;on of varying magnitude under the different NBS scenarios, reflec;ng the 
improved hydrological regime associated with NBS implementa;on. Indeed, PP and GR decrease the quan;ty of 
rain washed away as runoff, reintroducing natural processes such as intercep;on, storage, and infiltra;on. 
Nevertheless, Tab. 2 shows that different policies provide different WFR performances according to the proper;es 
of the specific NBS employed and the characteris;cs of the study area. Indeed, it must be noted that different 
policies are related to different implementa;on poten;als that greatly influence the WFR performances supplied. 
The analysis assesses S6 as the most performing scenario with an average RRI of 9,9%, followed by S5 with an 
average RRI of 8,2%. S2, S3, and S4 provide only marginal WFR with RRI values of 0,9%, 0,5%, 1,6% respec;vely. 
Considering the performance varia;on in the three different 'rainfall domains', all scenarios share a similar pa[ern 
of performance reduc;on with higher values for the 2-year events and lower values for the 10-year and 100-year 
events. 
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 2y 10y 100y Mean 

S2 0,6% 1,0% 1,0% 0,9% 

S3 0,4% 0,8% 0,4% 0,5% 

S4 1,4% 1,8% 1,5% 1,6% 

S5 9,7% 9,1% 5,7% 8,2% 

S6 11,6% 11,0% 7,2% 9,9% 

Tab. 2: Runoff Reduc@on Index (RRI) results. 

Consequently, the reduc;on rate of stormwater runoff provided by NBS decreases the flooding volume caused by 
drainage system failures, as shown in Table 3. The FRI shares similar pa[erns with the RRI, iden;fying S6 as the 
most-performing scenario with an average value of 12,9%, followed by S4 with an average value of 10,9%. S2, S3, 
and S4 provide marginal improvement also for the FRI, with values of 1,3%, 0,8%, and 2,1%, respec;vely. A 
decrease in performance is s;ll visible with an increase in precipita;on intensity. Finally, the FRI presents slightly 
higher values than the RRI, which could be related to the reduced peak flow provided by NBS implementa;on. 

 

 2y 10y 100y Mean 

S2 1,4% 1,3% 1,2% 1,3% 

S3 0,9% 1,0% 0,5% 0,8% 

S4 2,2% 2,2% 1,7% 2,1% 

S5 14,1% 11,7% 6,8% 10,9% 

S6 16,2% 13,9% 8,5% 12,9% 

Tab. 3: Flood Reduc@on Index (FRI) results. 

 

Assessment of NBS WFR effecHveness: RREI 
To evaluate the effec;veness of each NBS scenario to provide WFR in a per-unit basis, the RREI is proposed. The 
development of this index stems from the necessity to compare scenarios that implement NBS with different 
extensions according to space availability. Tab. 1 displays the hectares of NBS deployed in each scenario. S5 and S6 
present the higher value for hectares of NBS implemented, equal to 22.5 ha and 28.2 ha, respec;vely. S2, S3, and 
S4 present lower values at 2.9 ha, 2.7 ha, and 5.6 ha. The sharp differences in implementa;on poten;al thus 
require weighted indices to understand the effec;veness of different types of NBS to provide WFR that is 
decoupled from the area of NBS implemented. This approach facilitates a more comprehensive understanding of 
the WFR poten;al of various NBS policies, par;cularly those employing single NBS. It fosters the explora;on of 
alterna;ve scenarios that might exhibit enhanced performance when provided with broader spa;al 
implementa;on of selected NBS.  

RREI derives from the simula;on of the hydrological performances of the 15 NBS scenarios. As for Tab. 2, Tab. 4 
shows runoff reduc;on of varying magnitude under the different NBS scenario; however, it presents excellent 
differences in recognisable pa[erns. According to the simulated values, S5 is the most effec;ve NBS scenario, with 
an average runoff reduc;on of 36 mm per sqm, followed by S2 and S6, with an average runoff reduc;on of 35 mm 
per sqm each. S3 is the less effec;ve scenario, with an average value of 21,5 mm per sqm. Considering the 
effec;veness varia;on in the three different 'rainfall domains', S2 presents a peculiar rising trend that displays PP's 
ability to manage high-intensity precipita;on effec;vely. This PP ability concurs with crea;ng the same trend in S4 
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and S6. On the contrary, S3 and S5 present a rising effec;veness between 2-year and 10-year precipita;on events 
that stabilise or worsen aaer this threshold. This trend suggests a GR's ability to manage lower-intensity 
precipita;on with higher effec;veness with lower return for heavier storms. 

 

 2y (mm) 10y (mm) 100y (mm) Mean (mm) 

S2 11,62 36,31 57,46 35,13 

S3 8,20 29,83 26,58 21,54 

S4 14,60 33,20 42,84 30,21 

S5 25,14 41,04 41,21 35,80 

S6 23,98 39,48 41,55 35,00 

Tab. 3: Runoff Reduc@on Effec@veness Index (RREI) results. 

 
Discussion 
Findings on WFR and the importance of mixed public policies 
The results show that certain NBS policies effec;vely provide WFR and, thus, are capable of mi;gate flooding 
events within the study area. Notably, under the 2-year rainfall scenario, scenarios S6 and S5 demonstrate a 
substan;al runoff reduc;on of 12% and 10%, respec;vely. These reduc;ons translate to significant flood 
mi;ga;on, with S6 achieving a 16% reduc;on and S5 achieving a 14% reduc;on. However, flood mi;ga;on is only 
par;al for all policy-rainfall scenarios, and the effec;veness of different NBS prac;ces displays diminishing returns 
under heavier rainfall (Tab. 3). The consistent residual risk, par;cularly high even in the most favourable scenario, 
underscores the need for a more comprehensive planning strategy that extends beyond a purely source-control 
approach. Spa;al planning must consider the implementa;on of integrated networks of NBS aiming to manage 
stormwater runoff on the surface collec;vely and in which each component is endowed with a specific func;on: 
source control, conveyance, storage, and infiltra;on (Woods Ballard et al., 2015). Furthermore, green and grey 
infrastructures must be integrated to provide adequate flood risk management during extreme events. This 
integrated and comprehensive approach is par;cularly crucial in high-sealed environments, as Cormano's case 
study exemplified. 

From the standpoint of governance modali;es, the results clearly show that in Cormano, 'direct' public policies are 
far less performing than 'enabling' public policies. Indeed, all three pure 'direct' policy scenarios (S2, S3, S4) 
underperform the pure 'enabling' policy scenario (S5) by a significant margin, between -8% and -9%. While the 
results may appear unsurprising given the specific urban morphology of the case study, characterized by a 
substan;al availability of private industrial green roofs in high runoff-producing sub-catchments, the 
underwhelming performance of 'direct' policies raises ques;ons about the decision-making process that led public 
authori;es to priori;ze de-sealing strategies in the Strategic Project of the Seveso Sub-basin (2017). Indeed, the 
findings underscore the importance for public authori;es to diversify their approach, recognizing that relying solely 
on 'direct' interven;ons may not be sufficient. Instead, considera;on should be given to suppor;ng more 'enabling' 
public policies to support private ini;a;ves (Barton et al., 2017). In par;cular, many experiences in different ci;es 
worldwide showed that different tools could be used successfully to enhance the adop;on of green roofs, ranging 
from building code requirements to fee discounts or density bonuses (Carter & Fowler, 2008; USEPA, 2010). In the 
Cormano case study, economic incen;ves and tax relief emerge as the most pragma;c op;ons, given their efficacy 
in encouraging private retrofiWng for exis;ng buildings. Nevertheless, the implementa;on of regula;ons is 
impera;ve to ensure the establishment of minimum standards for the construc;on of NBS (Bengston et al., 2004). 

Finally, deploying two index types, one to measure the system performance (RRI and FRI) and one to measure the 
NBS effec;veness (RREI), allows a discussion on the importance of extensiveness for source control strategies. 
Indeed, as Fig. 4 shows, even though permeable pavement (S2) is the most effec;ve solu;on to manage surface 
runoff under the 100-year rainfall scenario (-54 mm/sqm), industrial green roof (S4) provides far be[er system 
performances (-6%) just due to higher deployed area. This outcome advocates for 'quan;ty' over 'quality' while 
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considering which policy to implement to support source control. Nonetheless, an interes;ng development in the 
planning prac;ce could consist of crea;ng spa;al-sensi;ve public policies, crossing the feasibility, effec;veness, 
and performance of different NBS in smaller municipal units (e.g., neighbourhoods), and thus deploying solu;ons 
tailored to the unit's specific characteris;cs. Site-specific performance indicators are needed to support this 
transi;on from city-scale planning policies to local-scale ones (Cor;novis and GeneleW, 2018) and could be an 
interes;ng future development of this research. 

 
Fig. 4: RRI-RREI-Area diagram. Bigger circles represent scenarios with a more considerable NBS extension. 

 

Strengths and limits of modelling to inform public policies 
The study employs the SWMM model to assess the effects of different NBS-deploying public policies on urban 
drainage performances. Few studies have a[empted to inves;gate the hydraulic performances of single NBS 
trough modelling (Chui et al., 2016; Mei et al., 2018), and fewer have related the implementa;on of the NBS to 
specific public policies (Hassani et al., 2023). Nonetheless, applying scenario modelling and simula;on during the 
decision-making process is crucial to systema;cally explore the mul;plicity of possibili;es that are presented to 
planners and policymakers (e.g., policy type, possible measures, rainfall scenarios, etc.), quan;fy the most cri;cal 
trade-off between different possibili;es, and take more informed decisions (Lempert, 2019). Furthermore, 
integra;ng modelling during the par;cipatory phase of the planning process could enhance stakeholders’ 
understanding of the urban system's response to a par;cular issue and clarify the impacts of proposed solu;ons 
to that given issue (Voinov and Bousquet, 2010). 

Nonetheless, modelling requires a specific set of data about land uses, terrain and hydrological characteris;cs that 
are not always easily accessible and require technical skills to be processed. In this research, input data for the 
SWMM model are not available in a georeferenced format, demanding a preliminary, ;me-consuming data 
construc;on phase that could severely hinder the integra;on of simula;on in the planning process. Specifically, 
the input parameters for junc;on nodes and conduits of the drainage system have to be derived from planning 
documents. Even though the Cormano u;lity plan provides this informa;on, this data is not always accessible. 
Strong collabora;on between u;lity companies and public administra;on is required to guarantee easy 
accessibility to this kind of data.  
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Furthermore, a crucial point concerns the uncertainty of defining the NBS features. Properly represen;ng NBS in 
SWMM is cri;cal to genera;ng reliable results (Mccutcheon and Wride, 2013). This study u;lises input parameters 
from specialised literature (Madrazo-Uribeetxebarria et al., 2022; Randall et al., 2020) and the SWMM manual 
(Rossman, 2015). Even though this choice is subop;mal in providing precise quan;ta;ve values resul;ng from the 
NBS implementa;on, it was considered sufficient for the aim of this study. Indeed, the analysis seeks to assess the 
plausible effects of different policy scenarios to inform be[er decisions in the planning phase and not to evaluate 
accurately the benefit provided by different NBS designs, which is more useful in a later phase of the 
implementa;on process. Furthermore, if the planning process can integrate simula;ons effec;vely, NBS-related 
uncertain;es could be improved by onsite valida;on of modelling results aaer implemen;ng the first NBS. The 
availability of field data can facilitate parameter calibra;on during the modelling phase, consequently enhancing 
the reliability of results. Whenever it is not possible, expert elicita;on is necessary to validate modelling choices 
(Mccutcheon and Wride, 2013). 

Finally, future developments of this study could involve expanding the scope to include addi;onal NBS or 
integra;ng other types of evalua;ons crucial for suppor;ng the decision-making process. For instance, Mei et al. 
(2018) highlight that GR are effec;ve in providing WFR due to their extensive coverage and favourable technical 
a[ributes. However, it is essen;al to acknowledge that, compared to other NBS, GR may incur rela;vely higher 
costs, which can impact the overall cost-benefit performance of this solu;on. Moreover, considering the 
comprehensive assessment of NBS performance, including their ability to deliver mul;ple ES, would provide a 
holis;c understanding of their benefits. This approach would be par;cularly useful for conduc;ng a cost-benefit 
or cost-effec;veness analysis, allowing for the evalua;on of NBS not only based on their primary proposed 
benefits, such as water flow regula;on, but also considering their mul;-func;onality and the diverse ES they 
contribute to. 

 

Conclusion 
The paper proposes a performance assessment of the effects of different NBS implementa;on policies in a highly 
dense urban catchment, the municipality of Cormano. Specifically, the introduced methodology evaluates the 
improved capacity of WFR due to different combina;ons of NBS deployments compared to a business-as-usual 
scenario. GR and PP are the two NBS measures simulated with different spa;al configura;ons and under different 
rainfall domains. The hydrologic-hydraulic model selected is SWMM. 

Results show that not considering the best-case scenario (i.e., the combina;on of all policies assessed, S6), 
enabling policies suppor;ng the implementa;on of GR on industrial buildings is the most performing scenario. 
Limited results are reached by implemen;ng direct policies alone, highligh;ng the need to adopt strategies 
fostering private stakeholder to retrofit their proper;es. In this sense, enabling policy instruments such as 
regula;on, incen;ves, tax relief, and informa;on campaigns could play a central role in raising awareness about 
the importance of stormwater management and suppor;ng private owners to adopt NBS (Frantzeskaki et al., 
2019). These instruments must be examined during the planning phase as valid solu;ons to complement the more 
tradi;onal form of direct interven;on. The paper advocates modelling and simula;ons as the most suited tools for 
making informed decisions. 

Nevertheless, substan;al efforts in interdisciplinary research are s;ll necessary to provide a PBP framework able 
to support robust decision-making processes, combining performance assessment with cost-benefits evalua;on 
and accoun;ng for different degrees of uncertainty (Lempert, 2019). Furthermore, to facilitate public par;cipa;on 
and foster support from the communi;es involved, key stakeholders must reach a consensus on the environmental 
objec;ves achieved through implemen;ng NBS (Pappalardo et al., 2017). Collabora;ve ac;vi;es during the en;re 
planning process (design, implementa;on, maintenance) could enhance the sustainability, effec;veness, and 
acceptance of NBS (EC, 2023). This, in turn, will significantly contribute to flood risk management and promote the 
development of resilient urban systems. 
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